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The route by which amphiphilic molecules self-assemble into micelles is still not fully understood. In

this Letter, we present direct structural information on the birth and growth of block copolymer micelles

by means of synchrotron x-ray scattering with millisecond time resolution. Using a quantitative model, we

show that the self-assembly process can be viewed as a nucleation and growth type process where the

elemental growth mechanism is an exchange of single molecules.
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An archetypical example and a model system for self
assembly is the family of amphiphilic A-B diblock copoly-
mers that undergo micellization in aqueous solutions [1,2].
In such systems where the interfacial energy is usually
large, the structure formation may be influenced by promi-
nent kinetic barriers leading to a variety of trapped meta-
stable states unable to reach their global equilibrium [3–8].
Despite recent progress on manipulation of nonequilibrium
structures via kinetic control, such as by sophisticated
mixing protocols [6,9,10], a complete understanding of
the physical mechanisms of the self-assembly process is
still lacking. Therefore, a more fundamental approach to
control and design such nanostructures is still a very chal-
lenging task.

Concerning micellization kinetics in particular, theories
predict various growth mechanisms. Some theories exclu-
sively favor the classical Aniansson-Wall mechanism
[11]—a step-by-step insertion mechanism of single mole-
cules (unimers) [3,12–14], while others emphasize the
role of fragmentation or recombination mechanisms, i.e.,
fusion and fission of individual micellar entities [15,16].
Experimentally, appropriate data are scarce to find and
what do exist are indirect in the sense that the structural
evolution is not probed [17–20]. This is primarily due to
the lack of experimental techniques having the correct
spatial and temporal resolution with the combination of a
suitable well-defined model system. In addition, there is a
prominent lack of detailed physical modeling of the data.
Thus, so far, results remain largely inconclusive.

Here we show that the required nanoscale spatial and
millisecond temporal resolution for an in situ investigation
of micellization can be reached by using synchrotron x-ray
scattering. The self-assembly process of a model amphi-
philic block copolymer was triggered by an interfacial
tension jump experiment by rapidly changing the solvent
quality for one of the blocks. Using a detailed quantitative

model, we further demonstrate that the kinetic pathway
proceeds by unimer exchange where only single chains are
added or removed at a time.
As a model system, we employ a well-defined amphi-

philic poly(ethylene-alt-propylene)-poly(ethylene oxide)
(PEP1-PEO20, numbers indicate the approximate molecu-
lar weight in kg=mole) block copolymer [21]. Extensive
previous studies have shown that these asymmetric PEP-
PEO diblock copolymers form well-defined starlike mi-
celles in water–dimethylformamide (DMF) solvent mix-
tures [7,8,21,22]. This solvent pair provides a strong
selectivity for PEO; however, since water and DMF have
very different interfacial tensions towards the insoluble
PEP block (� � 46 and 8 mN=m respectively) [21], the
interfacial energy can be easily tuned by varying the com-
position. This tuning parameter intimately controls equi-
librium unimer exchange rates [7,8]. Very importantly, in
pure DMF only single chains (unimers) are present; but as
soon as some water is added, the block copolymers sponta-
neously aggregate into micelles. Here we exploit this phe-
nomenon to induce spontaneous micellization by an
interfacial tension jump. This is realized in a highly accu-
rate and reproducible way by rapidly mixing a solution
of PEP1-PEO20 in pure DMF with a solvent mixture of
DMF and water (80:20) using a stopped flow apparatus
(BioLogic, SFM 400). The experimental setup [23] was
coupled to the small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) instru-
ment at the high brilliance beamline, ID02, at the European
Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) allowing a syn-
chronization of extremely fast mixing (4.5 ms) with rapid
data acquisition. We chose an optimized acquisition time
of 20 ms and a read out pause of 140 ms between two
acquisitions and performed stroboscopic measurements.
A typical example of the time evolution of the scattering

curves is presented in Fig. 1(a). The data were recorded
from a solution containing a total volume fraction of 0.25%
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block copolymer in a final composition of 90:10 DMF-
water (mixing equal amount of a 80:20 DMF–water solu-
tion with the PEP1-PEO20–DMF solution). The data are
plotted versus the wave vector, Q [Q ¼ 4� sinð�=2Þ=�,
where � is the scattering angle and � the x-ray wave-
length], in a linear-logarithmic representation. All mea-
surements were carried out in the very dilute regime of
PEP1-PEO20 volume fractions of only 0.125%, 0.25%, and
0.5%, to minimize interparticle interferences (structure
factor) facilitating a detailed structural evaluation. Even
for the extremely low exposure times of 20 ms, the high
x-ray intensity yielded very reliable and reproducible scat-
tering signals also for very dilute solutions down to
0.125%.

As exemplified in Fig. 1(a), the induced self-assembly
process causes a strong increase in intensity directly re-
flecting the growth of the micelles in real time. In order to
extract the mean aggregation number Pmean, the mean core
radius, Rc, the overall micellar radius Rm, and the radial
density distribution nðrÞ accurately (<10%) at any kinetic
time, the scattering data were fitted over the wholeQ range
with a standard core-shell model [21]. This model de-

scribes the detailed structural features of the starlike mi-
celles considering both the internal PEP core and the outer
PEO shell. In order to account for some slight structure
factor effects at the highest concentration, we employed
Percus-Yevick structure factor which is shown to give good
results for dilute block copolymer micelles [24]. Some fit
results are shown in Fig. 1(a). At all times, the data are
perfectly described by a spherical starlike shape in terms of
the predicted radial density distribution, nðrÞ, predicted by
Daoud and Cotton [25] multiplied by a cutoff function that

assures a smooth decay of the density at Rm: nðrÞ �
r�4=3=ð1þ exp½ðr� RmÞ=ðRm�mÞ�Þ. The starlike shape is
further verified by the plot in Fig. 1(b) where the average
corona size, Rcorona ¼ Rm � Rc, is plotted as a function of
Pmean for all three concentrations in a double logarithmic
representation. The data agree well with the prediction

[25,26]: Rcorona � P1=5
mean demonstrates consistency of the

results and gives additional confidence in the scaling laws.
Thus the micelles rapidly adopt a spherical starlike con-
formation. Finally, we attribute the very small differences
(<3%–4%) in the apparent size to residual structure factor
effects at higher concentrations.
The concentration dependence of the micellar growth

is shown in Fig. 2 in terms of Pmean versus time for the
three concentrations on a logarithmic time scale. We
can fit the growth of the micelles with a phenomenological
model in the form of a stretched exponential Pmean � 1�
expð�ðktÞ�Þ. This yields in all cases an exponent � of
about 0.2. A trial fit to a sum of two exponentials did not
give satisfactory fits, already indicating an intrinsically
broad kinetic growth process. This is at odds with the
existence of one or two or three distinct rate constants
[18–20]. An approximate two-exponential behavior was
predicted for micelle relaxation kinetics after a sudden
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FIG. 2 (color online). Time dependence of the aggregation
number, Pmean, extracted from the fits for all three total volume
fractions on a logarithmical time scale; 0.125% (stars); 0.25%
(squares), and 0.5% (triangles). Solid lines represent a fit using
the kinetic model described in the text. The vertical lines
represent typical error bars.
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FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Normalized absolute scattering data
from different times during the kinetics for the PEP-PEO system
at a total volume fraction of �tot ¼ 0:25%. Solid lines display fit
results using the scattering model functions (see text for details).
(b) Scaling of the coronal size, Rcorona with the aggregation
number of the micelles, Pmean, both deduced from the core-shell
fits, for the 0.125% (stars); 0.25% (squares), and 0.5% (triangles)
solution in double logarithmical representation. The linear fits
(solid lines) almost perfectly reproduce the theoretically ex-

pected scaling law for starlike micelles: Rcorona � P1=5
mean.
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external disturbance, but only very close to equilibrium
[11,13] that is certainly not the case here. The data at the
shortest times suggest the existence of a fast initial aggre-
gation (t< � 5 ms) that cannot entirely be resolved ex-
perimentally. This process seems to become exhausted at
intermediate times leading to a ‘‘shoulder’’ of Pmean that
changes with concentration. The terminal relaxation to-
wards a common equilibrium then appears to slow down
with time—the overall rate increasing with concentration.
The latter aspect has been observed in earlier light scatter-
ing experiments and sometimes qualitatively attributed to
fusion/fission processes [20]. However, in the following we
show that it can be naturally explained in terms of a simple
unimer exchange model provided that the consumption of
unimers is explicitly taken into account.

This model involves the simplest kinetic mechanism—a
step-by-step unimer insertion or emission process:

MP þU Ðkþ
k� MPþ1; (1)

where MP denotes the number of micelles of size P and U
the number of unimers. The insertion and expulsion rate
constants are denoted as kþ ¼ kþðPÞ and k� ¼ k�ðPÞ,
respectively.

Using this mechanism as a fundamental growth law, we
construct a kinetic model for the formation of block co-
polymer micelles based on classical nucleation and growth
theories [14,27]. Within the context of these theories the
growth of the micelles is regulated by the micellization
potential, GðPÞ—in units of kBT—which is essentially
given by the difference of the free energy of a micelle
and an equivalent amount of unimers properly taking into
account the translational entropy [3]:

GðP;�1Þ ¼ FmicelleðPÞ � PF1 � ðP� 1Þ lnð�1=cscaÞ:
(2)

Here we have approximated the free energy by using
the scaling expressions for starlike micelles [25,26]:

FmicelleðPÞ ¼ FcoreðPÞ þ FcoronaðPÞ ¼ �0P2=3 þ �P3=2,

where �0 ¼ ð36�Þ1=3ðVPEPÞ2=3=kBT is proportional to the
interfacial tension, �, and the volume of the insoluble
block, VPEP. � is a scaling parameter close to unity that
controls the entropic contribution due to the corona. F1 is
the free energy of a unimer that we here approximate
using: F1 ¼ FmicelleðP ¼ 1Þ. �1 is the unimer volume
fraction and csca normalizes this experimental concentra-
tion scale to the underlying theoretical lattice model cell
size. Furthermore, any correction to the assumption F1 ¼
FmicelleðP ¼ 1Þ is included in csca.

Following Neu et al. [14], we assume the validity of the
well-known ‘‘detailed balance’’ or ‘‘microscopic revers-
ibility’’ principle, which gives a net creation rate in terms
of the concentration, �Pþ1, and flux, jPþ1:

jPþ1 ¼ kþðPÞ�1½�P ��Pþ1 expðGðPþ 1; �1Þ
�GðP;�1ÞÞ� (3)

which is only determined by the insertion rate constant and
the potential GðP;�1Þ defined in thermal kBT units. The
whole evolution of the micellar ensemble is then unambig-
uously given by the generic system of differential equa-
tions:

@�P

@t
¼ jP � jPþ1: (4)

Considering the very fast unimer diffusion ( � �s over the
average unimer distance), we assume a barrier controlled
insertion rate. This is proportional to the micellar cross

section, �P2=5, and the Boltzmann factor which gives

kþðPÞ ¼ P2=5f expð� ð�P1=2ÞÞ, where f is the attempt
frequency. The activation energy term is proportional to
the derivative of the corona free energy. The stiff differ-
ential equation system that defines our kinetic model
[Eq. (4)], has been solved numerically using the NAG
routine D02EJF using a variable step and variable order
backward differentiation method and fitted to the kinetic
data (chi-square minimization).
Figure 2 shows that this theoretical model almost per-

fectly describes the growth behavior for the three concen-
trations with the same parameter set once allowing for
slight variations within a few percent, reflecting stochastic
minute variations in the experimental conditions. The fits
yield a value of about �0 � 38:2 and a spread of less than
3% This corresponds to an effective microscopic inter-
facial tension � � 19 mN=m that is of the same order as
the measured macroscopic interfacial tension between
PEP and this DMF-water mixture: � � 12 mN=m [21].
For the other parameters we obtain � � 1:35� 5%,
cscal ¼ 2:777� 105 and f � 0:034 ms�1 yielding an
asymptotic value for �1 of � 2� 10�4 (0.02%) which is
the critical micelle concentration (CMC). This low value is
corroborated by the impossibility of observing free unim-
ers at equilibrium.
The resulting time evolution of the micellar size distri-

bution, gðP; tÞ, for 0.5%, is shown in Fig. 3(a). Here we see
more quantitatively what has been discussed above. The
initial free unimers are consumed rapidly in a primary
micellization event that resembles a classical over nuclea-
tion leading to metastable micelles (region I). These mi-
celles can only further grow if other micelles dissolve by
emitting unimers. This is particularly clear from Fig. 3(b),
where we see that the micellar size, represented by Pmean,
exhibits a shoulder at the time when the unimers are
consumed below the CMC level (region II). Interestingly
this shoulder is also characterized by a peak in the width by
the Gaussian micellar distribution function. The broader
distribution signifies micellar rearrangement processes
where small micelles shrink and large micelles grow. At
later times the distribution narrows again as the equilib-
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rium is approached (region III). The scenario is summa-
rized and depicted schematically in Fig. 3(c).

In summary, the kinetics of formation of block copoly-
mer micelles have been directly observed in situ by syn-
chrotron SAXS with millisecond resolution. Applying a
quantitative model, we see that the formation and growth
of micelles can accurately be described by a nucleation and
growth type process governed by the elemental unimer
insertion or expulsion (‘‘Aniansson-Wall’’) mechanism.
The kinetic pathway including the initial aggregation as
well as the kinetic stability and the growth rate was shown
to be intimately controlled by the system specific micelli-
zation potential GðP;�1Þ. We anticipate that, by appropri-
ately estimating this potential for a given system, e.g., by
means of structural investigations or theoretical models,
the desired properties (equilibrium or nonequilibrium) can
be predicted and, in turn rationally manipulated. The de-
sign can thus be achieved not only by varying the chemical
nature and sizes of the copolymer blocks, but also by much
simpler physical parameters such as the polymer concen-
tration and interfacial tension. This may prove useful to
devise new predictive schemes to simple creation of pre-

defined nanoparticles or techniques for controlled release
of reacting agents or drugs.
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FIG. 3 (color online). (a) The time evolution of the distribution
of the micellar ensemble in terms of the aggregation number,
Pmean corresponding to the fit results of the 0.5% micellar
system. (b) Corresponding correlation between unimer con-
sumption and micellar growth: time evolution of the unimer
concentration (black lines) compared to the associated increase
of Pmean (purple lines). Shown is also the relative Gaussian width
of the micellar distribution �rel ¼ �=Pmean (blue lines).
(c) Schematic view of the nucleation and growth type process
of diblock copolymers leading to the final micellar structures.
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